"It is easy to save energy!"
"When you cut down the last wood, dry up the last river, and kill the last animal, you will understand that money are not eatable!"
“The solar unit we bought in 2009 is friendly to the environment and we installed it on our roof, blend with the architecture of our house. We kept the rule while we were placing the solar system on the roof to be situated in the south. we made an insulation with specialized heat-reflective material and we covered the whole roof with new tiles. in 2010 we changed all the windows with new double-pane windows with high-performance glass.”
“Also we bought a wood burning cast iron boiler - heating system which is efficient, evolutive and environmentally friendly heating solution.”
“All these simple methods leaded to a huge economy for our family budget, our bill for electricity for a month was about 71 euro, now we are paying monthly 30 euro for used electricity. We used to consume about 900 kwh electricity for a month now we run down our electricity consummation to 540 kwh for a month which is a big saving. Before making any improvements of the house, concerning the energy efficiency our total household carbon footprint was 0.22 tonnes of CO2, now after calculation, the result is 0.15 tonnes of CO2…”
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